Moving a microtubule may require two heads: a kinetic investigation of monomeric Ncd.
Ncd is a minus-end-directed microtubule motor and a member of the kinesin superfamily. The Ncd dimer contains two motor domains, and cooperative interactions between the heads influence the interactions of each respective motor domain with the microtubule. The approach we have taken to understand the cooperativity between the two motor domains is to analyze the ATPase cycle of dimeric MC1 and monomeric MC6. The steps in the ATPase cycle where cooperativity occurs can be identified by comparing the two mechanisms. The rate-limiting step in the MC6 mechanism is ADP release at 3.4 s(-)(1). The observed rate constant for ATP-induced dissociation from the microtubule is 14 s(-)(1). However, the relative amplitude associated with MC6 dissociation is extremely small in comparison to the amplitude associated with dimeric MC1 dissociation kinetics. The amplitude data indicate that monomeric MC6 does not detach from the microtubule during the initial turnovers of ATP, and ATP hydrolysis is uncoupled from movement. The results show that cooperative interactions between the motor domains of the dimer are required for ATP-dependent dissociation; therefore, one function of the partner motor domain may be to weaken the interaction of the adjacent head with the microtubule.